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(54) Pitcher having a smart indicator of a filter condition thereof

(57) A liquid container (400) for containing a liquid is
proposed. The liquid container (400) comprises a seat
(148) for housing a liquid filtering unit (139) adapted to
filter said liquid, a flowing section (148), through which
said liquid is made to flow, and a sensing arrangement
comprising at least one probe element (457) responsive
to the presence of liquid and coupled or couplable with
a data processing element (442). The liquid container
further comprises a liquid flow-regulating element (139;
460) associated with the flowing section (148) and adapt-
ed to impose a predetermined flow rate (ff, ff’, fr) to a flow
of liquid flowing through the flowing section (148) and
wherein the sensing arrangement is configured to meas-
ure a time interval (ti, t’j, t"k) during which the liquid flows
through the flowing section (148) at said predetermined
flow rate, the data processing element (442) being con-
figured to calculate a volume (Voli, Vol’j, Vol"k) of liquid
flowed through the flowing section (148) based on the
measured time interval (ti, t’j, t"k) and the predetermined
flow rate (ff, ff’, fr), said volume of flowed liquid being
related to the volume of liquid filtered by said liquid filter-
ing unit.
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Description

[0001] The present invention generally relates to containers for liquids such as pitchers, or carafes (denoted only as
pitcher hereinafter, for sake of conciseness), adapted to store a drinkable liquid (e.g., water). More particularly, the
invention relates to pitchers comprising a filter element adapted to filter the drinkable liquid. Even more particularly, the
solution refers to pitchers comprising an arrangement adapted to determine an exhaustion of the filter element.
[0002] Pitchers comprising a filter element - filtering pitchers hereinafter, for sake of conciseness - have reached a
widespread diffusion since allow having good quality drinkable water from the tap water regardless of a water piping,
and more generally of a water supply system condition. Typically, filtering pitchers comprise a first tank in which tap
water (or other liquid) is introduced, and a second tank in which the filtered water is collected. The two tanks are fluidly
connected by the filter element, which filters the water from the first tank before allowing it in the second tank.
[0003] Indeed, the filter element, which usually comprises active carbons and optionally ion-exchange resins, filters
water introduced in the pitcher improving the water quality. In particular, active carbons remove or at least reduce the
concentration of, contaminants like chlorine (Cl) and its by-products, suspended solids, heavy metals such as lead (Pb),
pharmaceuticals, while ion-exchange resins currently used in commercial filters associated to pitchers reduce the con-
centration of calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg) ions thus reducing water hardness. The filtered water results to have
a better taste, and also bad odors result to be reduced.
[0004] The filter element exhausts (i.e., the filtering capability of the filter element reaches a minimum) after having
filtered a predetermined quantity of water according to a structure/size of the filter element and the quality of the inlet
water (e.g., from tens to hundreds of liters). Therefore, the filter elements are designed as removable (disposable)
elements, such as a cartridge, in order to be removed from the pitcher once exhausted, and the pitcher is provided with
a seat for the filter element, usually positioned between the first tank and the second tank.
[0005] In order to let a user of the filtering pitcher know when the filter element is exhausted (in order to replace it with
a new filter element), usually the filtering pitcher is provided with a sensing arrangement, simply filter indicator hereinafter,
which is adapted to provide a signal (e.g., a visual signal) to the user of the filter element exhaustion.
[0006] The simplest filter indicators known in the art comprise a timer that is reset at the provision of a new filter
element and which is adapted to signal the filter element exhaustion after the expiry of a predetermined time period (e.g.
a month). This kind of filter indicators is very inaccurate, since they do not measure an effective usage of the filter element
during the time period.
[0007] More refined filter indicators, also known in the art, comprise (as an alternative or in addition to the timer) means
adapted to estimate a filter element exhaustion by detecting each time that water is introduced in the container and
estimating that the container has been completely filled. Therefore, the filter indicator estimates that the filter element
is exhausted for having filtered a maximum volume of water, when a number of times water is introduced in the container
multiplied by the volume of the container equals such maximum volume.
[0008] Anyway, the indication of filter element exhaustion based on time or number of fillings of the pitcher result to
be a very inaccurate evaluation. Moreover, the quality of the water to be filtered is not considered whereas the filtering
capability of the filter element not only depends on the time period the filter element has been in use and/or on the
quantity of water treated but also on the water quality.
[0009] In the art, exhaustion monitoring methods have been proposed in order to provide a more accurate indication
of filter elements exhaustion. For example, European Patent N. EP 1484097 proposes a method of determination of the
conditions of exhaustion of a filtering cartridge for filtering carafes with replaceable cartridges, in which an initial identi-
fication of impedance of the water to be filtered is provided for in order to consequently calculate an important parameter
for definition of the efficient lifespan on the filtering cartridge. The proposed method requires a filtering pitcher provided
with a plurality of sensing arrangement deployed in different positions within the pitcher, and/or a dedicated receptacle
for them. This results in a more complex manufacturing of the pitcher (e.g., for providing the sensor and for wiring them
to a control unit).
[0010] US Patent N. 8,171,802 proposes a method of measurement of the volume of the flow-rate of electrically
conductive liquids the conductivity of which is at least codetermined by at least one parameter, wherein the liquid flows
through a vessel having a predetermined shape, and wherein the respective filling volume is determined by at least one
measured value, which is measured by an electrical conductivity measuring device comprising electrodes, wherein the
vessel is filled in succession and then is emptied through its outlet, through which the filling heights h are constantly
changing. At least one reference table comprising calibration measured values and filling volumes belonging to them is
constructed by means of calibration measurements using several liquid samples, which have different parameter values
and different filling heights in the vessel. The measured values are measured in time intervals and the respective filling
volumes are determined by comparison of the respective measured values with values of the table, and the volume of
the rate of flow is determined from the filling volumes over a time period. The measuring device for the determination of
the volume of flow rate of electrically conductive liquids through a vessel comprises at least two measuring electrodes.
[0011] The proposed method which is based on the ratiometric principle already known in the scientific literature as
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a level sensing technique, once applied to a container, requires a filter indicator comprising a control unit featuring a
memory element adapted to store the data of the table, which has to be continuously accessed while performing the
proposed measuring method. Moreover, the mechanical features of the measuring device, in particular the shape and
technical details of the electrodes, need to be adapted to the shape of the vessel when one type of measuring device
is used in different vessels. Therefore, data of the table depends on the shape of the vessel and have to be provided
for each different design of the vessel.
[0012] The Applicant has found a simpler approach to provide a satisfactory solution for determining the exhaustion
of the filter element with adequate precision. In particular, the Applicant has found that it is possible to simply and properly
evaluate a volume of the liquid filtered by the filtering pitcher based on the record of a time duration for which a sensing
device or arrangement detects a liquid flowing at a predetermined flow rate regardless of the shape of the vessel. One
or more aspects of the solution according to embodiments of the invention are set out in the independent claims, with
advantageous features of the same solution that are indicated in the dependent claims.
[0013] An aspect of the solution according to one or more embodiments of the present invention relates to a liquid
container for containing a liquid. The liquid container comprises a seat for housing a liquid filtering unit adapted to filter
said liquid, a flowing section, through which said liquid is made to flow, and a sensing arrangement comprising at least
one probe element responsive to the presence of liquid and coupled or couplable with a data processing element. In
the solution according to an embodiment of the present invention, the liquid container further comprises a liquid flow-
regulating element associated with the flowing section and adapted to impose a predetermined flow rate to a flow of
liquid flowing through the flowing section, and wherein the sensing arrangement is configured to measure a time interval
during which the liquid flows through the flowing section at said predetermined flow rate, the data processing element
being configured to calculate a volume of liquid flowed through the flowing section based on the measured time interval
and the predetermined flow rate, said volume of flowed liquid being related to the volume of liquid filtered by said liquid
filtering unit.
[0014] In an embodiment of the invention, the flow-regulating element comprises the liquid filtering unit.
[0015] In an embodiment of the invention, the liquid container further comprises an inlet for introducing a liquid in the
liquid container, said inlet communicating with a liquid pre-filtering tank, and a liquid collection tank downstream the
liquid pre-filtering tank with respect to said inlet and in fluid communication with said liquid pre-filtering tank through the
flowing section, the flowing section being adapted to act as the seat of the liquid filtering unit, and the probe element
comprises a sensing end positioned in correspondence of an upper surface of the liquid filtering unit when placed in the
flowing section in such a way to be submerged by liquid of the flow flowing through the flowing section during said time
interval.
[0016] In an embodiment of the invention, the flowing section comprises an outlet conduit fluidly connecting a liquid
collection tank with a dispensing outlet of the liquid container, and the flow-regulating element is provided in a position
along the outlet conduit, and the sensing element comprises a sensing end provided downstream the flow-regulating
element in such a way to be submerged by liquid of the flow flowing through the flowing section during said time interval
at a predetermined flow-rate.
[0017] In an embodiment of the invention, the liquid container further comprises an inlet for introducing a liquid in the
liquid container, wherein said liquid receiver tank is downstream, with respect of said inlet, the seat is adapted to house
the liquid filtering unit.
[0018] In an embodiment of the invention, the probe element comprises at least one pair of conductive rods, an
insulating casing adapted to enclose the rods leaving an end of each rod exposed, the ends of the rods defining said
sensing end of the probe element, and a coupling end, opposite to the sensing end, operatively coupled or couplable
with said data processing element.
[0019] In an embodiment of the invention, the probe element comprises at least one pair of conductor elements,
insulating elements adapted to electrically insulate the conductor elements from the environment surrounding the probe
element, each conductor element comprising a respective fingered electrode that defines said sensing end of the probe
element, and a coupling end opposite to the sensing end operatively coupled or couplable with said data processing
element, and the fingered electrodes are interdigited and electrically insulated one with respect to the other.
[0020] In an embodiment of the invention, the liquid container further comprises a support having a body comprising
a rest surface adapted to stand on a support plan, a contact surface opposite to the rest surface and separated from
the latter by a side surface, and a vessel-like element comprising said flowing section, the contact surface is adapted
to couple with a bottom portion of the vessel-like element.
[0021] In an embodiment of the invention, the support comprises the data processing element and the sensing ar-
rangement further comprises a communication unit, the communication unit being adapted to wirelessly communicate
at least said time interval to the data processing element.
[0022] In an embodiment of the invention, the sensing arrangement is configured to provide liquid-related information
regarding the liquid in addition to said measure of the time interval.
[0023] In an embodiment of the invention, the data processing element is further configured to calculate an adjusted
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volume on the basis of said volume and on the liquid-related information obtained by the sensing arrangement, in order
to evaluate said total volume of liquid flowed through said flow-regulating element, wherein said adjusted volume is
calculated by applying to said volume a corrective factor taking account of at least one of the following liquid-related
information: a conductivity of the liquid, a temperature of the liquid, an impedance of the liquid, a hardness of the liquid,
a pH of the liquid, a transmittance of the liquid, and a turbidity of the liquid.
[0024] In an embodiment of the invention, the liquid filtering unit comprises a removable liquid filtering unit, and the
data processing element is configured to evaluate an exhaustion of said removable liquid filtering unit based on a total
volume of liquid flowed through said flow-regulating element starting from a provision of the removable filtering unit in
the liquid container.
[0025] In an embodiment of the invention, the liquid container comprises a filtering pitcher adapted to filter a drinkable
liquid.
[0026] A different aspect of the present invention proposes a method for evaluating a volume of liquid made to flow
through a flowing section of a liquid container, the method comprising the steps of: imposing a predetermined flow rate
to a flow of liquid flowing through the flowing section, measuring a time interval for which there is a flow of liquid flowing
through the flowing section at said predetermined flow rate, and calculating a volume of the liquid that has flowed through
the flowing section based on said measured time interval and said predetermined flow rate.
[0027] In an embodiment of the invention, the method further comprises the following steps: calculating a total volume
of liquid that has flowed out through the flowing section, comparing the total volume with a volume threshold, and whether
the total volume is greater than the volume threshold, providing an indication of the reaching/trespassing of said volume
threshold.
[0028] These and other features and advantages of the present invention will be made apparent by the following
description of some exemplary and non-limitative embodiments thereof. For its better intelligibility, the following descrip-
tion should be read making reference to the attached drawings, wherein:

Figure 1A is a perspective view of a liquid container comprising a sensing arrangement according to an embodiment
of the invention;
Figure 1B is a cross-sectional view of the liquid container of Figure 1A;
Figures 2A and 2B are schematic views of a conductivity probe adapted to obtain a liquid conductivity indication
according to an embodiment of the invention, and
Figures 3A and 3B are schematic views of another conductivity probe adapted to obtain a liquid conductivity
indication;
Figure 4 and is a cross-sectional side view of another liquid container comprising a sensing arrangement according
to another embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 5 is a cross-sectional side view of yet another liquid container comprising a sensing arrangement according
to another embodiment of the present invention,;
Figure 6A - 6C are a perspective view, and cross-sectional side views of a liquid container comprising a control
support according to different embodiments of the present invention.

[0029] With reference to the figures, Figures 1A and 1B are a perspective view and cross sectional side view, re-
spectively, of a liquid container such as for example a filtering pitcher (or carafe) 100 according to an embodiment of
the present invention may be implemented.
[0030] The filtering pitcher 100 comprises a pitcher body 103 and a pitcher lid 106 adapted to be coupled with the
pitcher body 103 in such a way to close a top aperture 109 thereof.
[0031] The pitcher body 103 is a vessel-like element adapted to contain a liquid, for example a drinkable liquid such
as water. The pitcher body 103 may be made of any suitable material such as for example plastic or glass.
[0032] Preferably, the filtering pitcher 100 further comprises a seizure element, such as a handle 112 for allowing a
user to easily hold and operate the filtering pitcher 100. In one embodiment of the invention, the handle 112 is at least
partly provided as a single piece with the pitcher body 103 (i.e., the handle 112 is at least partly comprised in the pitcher
body 103). In another embodiment of the present invention, the handle is detachable from the pitcher body.
[0033] The pitcher lid 106 comprises an inlet opening 115 adapted to introduce a liquid in the filtering pitcher 100.
Preferably, the inlet opening 115 is provided substantially at a central portion of the pitcher lid 106.
[0034] Preferably, the inlet opening 115 is closable by an inlet lid 118. For example, the inlet lid 118 is pivotally coupled
with the pitcher lid 106 at a border of the inlet opening 115. Such a pivotally coupling may be achieved by means of an
inlet hinge arrangement 121, for example comprising matching coupling elements provided in the pitcher lid 106 at the
border of the inlet opening 115 and at a corresponding border of the inlet lid 118 adapted to pivotally snap-fit with each
other.
[0035] Preferably, the hinge arrangement 121 comprises a self-closure element 124 adapted to automatically maintain
the inlet lid 118 in a closed position (i.e., closing the inlet opening 115). For example, the self-closure element 124
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comprises a compression spring that in a rest condition maintains the inlet lid 118 in the closed position. Even more
preferably, the self-closure element 124 is designed in such a way to let the inlet lid 118 open when a liquid is poured over it.
[0036] The pitcher lid 106 further comprises a dispensing outlet such as an outlet opening 127 adapted to pour filtered
liquid out of the filtering pitcher 100. Preferably, outlet opening 127 is provided at an end of the pitcher lid 106 opposite
to the handle 112, when the pitcher lid 106 is coupled with the pitcher body 103.
[0037] Preferably, the outlet opening 127 is closable by an outlet cap 130. For example, the outlet cap 130 is pivotally
coupled with the pitcher lid 106 at a border of the outlet opening 127. Such a pivotally coupling may be achieved by
means of an outlet hinge arrangement 133, for example comprising matching coupling elements provided in the pitcher
lid 106 at the border of the outlet opening 127 and at a corresponding border of the outlet cap 130 adapted to pivotally
snap-fit with each other.
[0038] Advantageously, the outlet cap 130 may be designed in order to maintain a closed position, closing the outlet
opening 127 when the filtering pitcher 100 is in a rest position (e.g., standing on a surface such as for example a table
top). At the same time the outlet cap 130 and its outlet hinge arrangement 133 are designed to switch to an open position
when the filtering pitcher 100 is tilted in order to pour the filtered liquid out of the pitcher body 103 and/or by the weight
of the filtered liquid poured out of the pitcher body 103.
[0039] Preferably, although not necessarily, the filtering pitcher 100 further comprises a user interface 136 adapted
to provide an indication of a condition (e.g., useful life left, number of filtering operation left to be performed, etc.) of a
(preferably disposable) removable liquid filtering unit 139 (described in the following) used to filter the liquids introduced
into the filtering pitcher 100 and receiving inputs (e.g., the indication of the provision of a new removable liquid filtering
unit 139) by a user (not shown).
[0040] For example, the user interface 136 may be provided in the pitcher body 103 in proximity of the handle 112
thereof; alternatively, the user interface 136 may be provided on the pitcher lid 106.
[0041] The operation of the user interface 136 is managed by a data processing element, such as a control unit 142
which comprises electric and/or electronic elements (known in the art and not herein detailed for the sake of conciseness)
adapted to receive and process information (as described below) about the condition of the removable liquid filtering
unit 139 or other parameters of interest related to the liquid (or liquid-related information) contained in the filtering pitcher
100 (e.g. water hardness, chlorine content, etc.) and provide the condition indication to the user interface 136, and also
to receive inputs provided by the user through the user interface 136.
[0042] In an embodiment of the invention, the control unit 142 may be provided within the pitcher body 103 beneath
the user interface 136 to which is electrically coupled, or formed as a single piece, with; alternatively, the control unit
142 may be provided within the filter lid 106. In other embodiments of the present invention the control unit may be
provided in a different position (as described in further detail below).
[0043] Within the pitcher body 103 - preferably in an upper portion thereof -, a (liquid) pre-filtering tank 145 is provided
for receiving the liquid introduced into the pitcher body 103 through the inlet opening 115. The pre-filtering tank 145 may
either be formed as a one-piece element with the pitcher body 103 or as a separate element to be coupled with the
pitcher body 103. In an alternative embodiment, the pre-filtering tank 145 may either be formed as a one-piece element
with the pitcher lid 106 or as a separate element to be coupled with the pitcher body 103.
[0044] The pre-filtering tank 145 comprises a lower aperture 148 fluidly connecting the pre-filtering tank 145 with the
pitcher body 103. Advantageously, the lower aperture 148 is designed in such a way to act as a seat for the removable
liquid filtering unit 139; particularly, the removable liquid filtering unit 139 completely closes the lower aperture 148 once
it is inserted therein.
[0045] With such a structure of the filtering pitcher 100, all the liquid introduced into the pre-filtering tank 145 is made
to flow through lower aperture 148, which acts as a (regulated) flowing section for the filtering pitcher 100, and passes
through the removable liquid filtering unit 139 and is thereby filtered before leaving the pre-filtering tank 145 by gravity.
Thus, filtered liquid leaves the removable liquid filtering unit 139 and reaches a lower portion of the pitcher body 103
that acts as a (liquid) collection tank 151 for the filtered liquid.
[0046] The collection tank 151 is fluidly connected to the outlet opening 127 by means of an outlet conduit 154. Such
outlet conduit 154 is defined by a portion of a body sidewall 103a of the pitcher body 103 and by a portion of a tank
sidewall 145a of the pre-filtering tank 145.
[0047] In order to improve the quality of the liquid introduced in the filtering pitcher 100, the removable liquid filtering
unit 139 comprises an active carbon filter and (possibly) a ion-exchange resin. Thus the removable liquid filtering unit
139 filters liquid introduced in the pre-filtering tank 145 removing, or at least reducing the concentration of, contaminants
like chlorine (Cl) and its by-products, suspended solids, heavy metals such as lead (Pb), pharmaceuticals, and also
removing part of dissolved calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg) ions thus reducing liquid hardness, before the filtered
liquid is collected in the collection tank 151.
[0048] Both the active carbon filter and the ion-exchange resin comprised in the removable liquid filtering unit 139
have a limited duration, or useful life. Particularly, expired such useful life the filtering capability of the removable liquid
filtering unit 139 drops below a minimum predetermined level under which the removable liquid filtering unit 139 is
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deemed to be unable to adequately filter the liquid introduced into the filtering pitcher 100. The useful life of the removable
liquid filtering unit 139 depends on the number of filtering operations performed and the overall operation time the
removable liquid filtering unit 139 has been in use. The overall operation time may be simply determined by implementing
a timer element (such as a timer/watchdog circuit) within a (data) processing element, such as for example the control
unit 142 mentioned above, that may be coupled with or provided in the filtering pitcher 100. Preferably, the processing
element is configured to instruct the user interface 136 to output a filter exhaust (user-readable) signal when the timer
element reaches a timeout condition.
[0049] As known, a number of filtering operations that can be efficiently performed by the removable liquid filtering
unit 139 is heavily affected by the characteristics (in terms of diluted or suspended particles) of the liquid to be filtered.
[0050] In the embodiments according to the present invention, one or more sensing arrangements may be provided
in the filtering pitcher 100 in order to provide liquid-related information useful to provide a correct indication of the
removable liquid filtering unit 139 condition and/or in order to provide other water filtering process parameters of interest
to the user. Non-limitative examples of sensing arrangements that may be implemented in a filtering pitcher 100 according
to the present invention are: liquid conductivity sensor, water hardness sensor, impedance sensor, pH sensor, trans-
mittance sensor, and turbidity sensor.
[0051] In one embodiment of the present invention, a probe element 157 is provided coupled with the control unit 142.
The probe element 157 coupled (e.g., electrically) with the control unit 142 provide a sensing arrangement adapted to
obtain a liquid-related information (e.g., information related to the conductivity of the liquid).
[0052] Preferably, the probe element 157 is provided at least partly within the pre-filtering tank 145 of the filtering
pitcher 100.
[0053] In one embodiment according to the present invention, the probe element 157 extends from the control unit
142 into the pre-filtering tank 145 with a sensing (free) end 157a that reaches a bottom portion 145a of the pre-filtering
tank 145. In this way, the sensing end 157a of the probe element 157 is placed in correspondence of (e.g., substantially
at the same level or just above) an upper surface of the removable liquid filtering unit 139 when the latter is placed in
the lower aperture 148.
[0054] In the solution according to an embodiment of the invention, the probe element 157 is used together with the
control unit 142 in order to evaluate also the quantity (e.g., a volume) of liquid filtered by the removable liquid filtering
unit 139.
[0055] Thanks to the position of the sensing end 157a at the bottom portion 145a of the pre-filtering tank 145, whenever
the pre-filtering tank 145 is provided with liquid by a user, the sensing end 157a of the probe element 157 results to be
submerged by the liquid substantially for a time interval ti after which the liquid completely leaves the pre-filtering tank
145 through the removable liquid filtering unit 139 (being filtered by it) and drops down into the collection tank 151.
Therefore, the control unit 142 may be configured to measure each generic time interval ti during which the liquid is
being filtered by the removable liquid filtering unit 139.
[0056] In order to evaluate a generic volume Voli (i = 1,...,I; I ≥ 0) of liquid filtered by the removable liquid filtering unit
139 (i.e., a volume of liquid that flowed out of the pre-filtering tank 145) during a corresponding time interval ti, the latter
is multiplied by a filtering rate ff of the removable liquid filtering unit 139 that is stored in a storage portion (such a binary
memory element, not detailed in the figures) preferably comprised in the control unit 142. In other words, the removable
liquid filtering unit 139 acts as a flow-regulating element that determines the liquid flow between the pre-filtering tank
145 and the collection tank 151 by means of its the filtering rate ff.
[0057] The filtering rate ff is known (e.g., determined during the manufacturing of removable liquid filtering units 139
by analyzing a representative sample of removable liquid filtering units); preferably, the filtering rate ff is constant, such
as for example a predetermined value corresponding to a (mean) flow rate (e.g., in terms of liters per second) at which
the generic removable liquid filtering unit 139 is able to filter the liquid. The generic equivalent volume Voli is thus given
by the integral over the time of the filtering rate ff. By assuming a filtering rate ff substantially constant (e.g., equal to the
mean value determined over the representative sample of removable liquid filtering units), the equivalent volume Voli
may be calculated through the following formula: 

[0058] A generic adjusted volume Volci - considering the impact of liquid quality (e.g., the liquid hardness determined
by a conductivity measure) on the filtering capability of the removable liquid filtering unit 139 - may be determined by
adjusting the corresponding volume Voli through a corrective factor αi that may be stored in the control unit 142, or: 
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[0059] For example, the control unit 142 may comprise a look-up table storing corrective factors αi calculated through
data related to parameterized curves of filter performance (referred to the liquid-related information) versus filtered
volume; the corrective factor αi may be selected on the basis of the liquid-related information obtained through the
sensing arrangement (such as the water hardness which can be estimated by means of a liquid conductivity measure
or directly by the measured liquid conductivity).
[0060] In one embodiment of the invention, an additional offset volume Voffset may be added to the equivalent volume
Voli, or to the adjusted volume Volci, if the sensor is spaced from (e.g., not in contact with) the upper surface of the
removable liquid filtering unit 139. This takes into account a liquid mass that is filtered by the removable liquid filtering
unit 139 but that is not sensed by the probe element 157 since is comprised between the sensing end 157a and the
upper surface of the removable liquid filtering unit 139 (i.e., beneath the sensing end 157a, and out of reach therefrom).
Therefore, at each filtering cycle the control unit 142 estimates an alternative adjusted equivalent volume using the
following formula: 

[0061] In one embodiment of the present invention (not shown), a temperature sensor (coupled to the control unit 142)
may be provided in order to measure a temperature of the liquid to be filtered since the liquid temperature affects liquid-
related information such as the liquid conductivity. Therefore, the control unit 142 may be advantageously configured
to use the measured temperature in order to provide a (temperature) adjusted corrective factor βi taking into account
the effect of temperature on the liquid-related information to be used instead of the corrective factor αi in the equation
2 for evaluating of the generic adjusted volume Volci.
[0062] The generic adjusted volumes Volci of liquid filtered by the removable liquid filtering unit 139 are then added
together in order to provide an estimate of a total filtered volume VolT filtered by the removable liquid filtering unit 139
during its use in the filtering pitcher 100, or 

[0063] The total filtered volume VolT is stored in the storage portion of the control unit 142.
[0064] In this way, the filtering pitcher 100 according to an embodiment of the present invention is able to simply
determine the total filtered volume VolT filtered by the removable liquid filtering unit 139 at any time during its use with
the filtering pitcher 100.
[0065] The total filtered volume VolT is compared (continuously, periodically or at any time its value is updated) with
an exhaustion volume VolEx also stored in the storage portion of the control unit 142. Such exhaustion volume VolEx
corresponds to a maximum volume of liquid that can be filtered by the removable liquid filtering unit 139 before its filtering
capability drops down to a predetermined value (e.g., the exhaustion volume VolEx may range between 100 L and 200
L, such as VolEx = 150 L).
[0066] If the total filtered volume VolT results to be equal to, or greater than, the exhaustion volume VolEx, i.e. if 

the control unit 142 determines the exhaustion of the removable liquid filtering unit 139 and accordingly instructs the
user interface 136 to output a corresponding exhaustion signal. Upon the substitution of the exhausted removable liquid
filtering unit 139 with a new one, the value VolT is reset, e.g. by the user actuating a reset pushbutton provided in the
user interface 136.
[0067] The filtering pitcher 100 according to the present invention is thus able to simply provide a reliable evaluation
of the actual wearing out of the removable filter element 139 and accordingly of the exhaustion of its filtering capability
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due to the reaching of the exhaustion volume VolEx simply on the basis of the filtering rate ff and on the time interval ti.
Moreover, it is possible to take into accounts also the impacts of the liquid quality (e.g., water hardness in case the liquid
is water and the filter includes ion-exchange resins) estimated by the control unit 142 by means of the probe element
157 immersed in the liquid being filtered, thus obtaining a more refined estimation.
[0068] Advantageously, such an evaluation of the actual wearing out of the removable filter element 139 is performed
regardless of the shape of the filtering pitcher 100 and/or of its tanks 145 and 151, but only based on the filtering rate ff
of the removable filter element 139.
[0069] It should be noted that the exhaustion volume VolEx evaluation just described may be implemented in parallel
with the exhaustion time-out evaluation performed by the timer element mentioned above.
[0070] In another embodiment of the present invention, the sensing arrangement may comprise a further probe element
connected to the control unit 142 and having a sensing end provided in the collection tank 151. In this way, the liquid-
related information may be detected in both the tanks 145 and 151 and compared in order to obtain a differential liquid-
related information, which may be used to define a more accurate corrective factor αi.
[0071] Among liquid-related information obtainable through a sensing arrangement, liquid conductivity, such as water
conductivity is a parameter of particular interest as it enables estimating water hardness which is an important parameter
for determining a quality of the water. Therefore, in one embodiment of the present invention, a corresponding sensing
arrangement may be designed to derive an indication of water conductivity either through direct contact or without contact
with water.
[0072] Turning to Figures 2A and 2B, they are schematic views of a conductivity probe 200 adapted to obtain a liquid
conductivity indication according to an embodiment of the invention.
[0073] Particularly, the conductivity probe 200 may be used as the probe element 157 in the pitcher 100 described
above, in order to provide a sensing arrangement adapted to determine (as the "liquid-related information") the liquid
conductivity. The results obtained by the control unit 142 through the analysis of the liquid conductivity enabled by the
conductive probe 200 may be then output to the user interface 136 in order to provide a useful indication to the user.
[0074] The conductivity probe 200 comprises a couple of conductive rods 205 and 210, enclosed in a common insulating
casing 215 - even though in other embodiments (not shown) of the present invention the conductive rods 205 and 210
may be enclosed by respective insulating casings -, such as for example a suitable plastic sheath. As can be best
appreciated in Figure 2B that is a bottom view of the conductivity probe 200, at a free end 220 (corresponding to the
sensing end 157a of the probe element 157) of the conductivity probe 200 rod free ends 205a and 210a of the rods 205
and 210, respectively, are exposed.
[0075] An opposite end (not shown) of the conductivity probe 200 is operatively coupled with the processing element
(e.g., the control unit 142), in order to perform a measure of a liquid conductivity in which the free end 220 of the
conductivity probe 200 is in contact with.
[0076] In order to measure conductivity of a liquid with which the free end 220 of the conductivity probe 200 is in
contact, the processing element (to which the rods 205 and 210 are electrically coupled with) forces a voltage difference
between the two rods 205 and 210. Such voltage difference produces a corresponding electric current I that passes
through the liquid from a rod free end 205a or 210a to the other (while no current flows when the rod free end 205a or
210a do not contact water). The processing element is thus able to determine the conductivity of the liquid by measuring
an intensity of the electric current that is substantially related by said conductivity of the liquid.
[0077] Figures 3A and 3B are schematic views of another conductivity probe 300 adapted to obtain a liquid conductivity
indication according to an embodiment of the invention.
[0078] Particularly, the conductivity probe 300 may be used as the probe element 157 in order to provide an alternative
sensing arrangement adapted to determine the liquid conductivity and the results obtained by the control unit 142 may
be output to the user interface element 136 in order to provide a useful indication to the user.
[0079] The conductivity probe 300 comprises a first conductor element 305 and a second conductor element 310.
Preferably, the first and the second conductor elements 305 and 310 comprise fingered electrodes 305a and 310a, the
fingers of which are interdigited one with respect to the other but electrically insulated by an insulating support 315. With
such an arrangement, the first and the second conductor elements 305 and 310 define a capacitor 320 (corresponding
to the sensing end 157a of the probe element 157).
[0080] Exposed faces of the conductor elements 305 and 310 - opposite to coupling faces thereof by means of which
the conductor elements 305 and 310 are coupled with the insulating support 315 - are coated with a thin insulating layer
325, such as for example a suitable coating paint or plastic layer. In this way, the capacitor 320 (and the whole conductor
elements 305 and 310) results to be completely insulated from the environment surrounding the conductivity probe 300.
[0081] Also in this case, an opposite end (not shown) of the conductivity probe 300 is operatively coupled with the
processing element (e.g., the control unit 142), in order to perform a measure of a liquid conductivity in which at least
the capacitor 320 of the conductivity probe 300 is immersed.
[0082] In order to measure conductivity of a liquid in which the capacitor 320 of the conductivity probe 300 is immersed,
the processing element (to which the wires 305 and 310 are electrically coupled with) feeds a predetermined oscillating
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electric current to the capacitor 320. Electrical charge induced by the electrical current accumulates at the fingered free
ends 305a and 310a thus, as known, generating an electric field in the environment in the proximity of the capacitor 320.
[0083] When the capacitor 320 is immersed in liquid, the liquid (particularly the presence and the concentration of ion
diluted in the liquid) perturbs the electric field mentioned above. Such a perturbation changes the value of an electric
voltage Vs - determined by the electric field - between the fingered free ends 305a and 310a from an "air" value (i.e.,
detectable when the capacitor 320 is immersed in air) to "liquid" values (i. e., detectable when the capacitor 320 is
immersed in a liquid).
[0084] Moreover, a magnitude of the value of the electric voltage Vs depends on the conductivity of the liquid. Since
liquid conductivity depends on the concentration of dissolved ions , it is possible to design the processing element (e.g.,
the control unit 142) in order to determine the conductivity of the liquid (in which the capacitor 320 of the conductivity
probe 300 is immersed) by measuring the electric voltage Vs values between the conductor elements 305 and 310.
[0085] For example, the control unit 142 may implement a measuring device such as the measuring device described
in WO 2006/069898 by the same Applicant in order to perform liquid conductivity measurements by using the conductivity
probe 300.
[0086] It should be apparent to those skilled in the art, that probes comprising a fingered electrodes arrangement as
the one of the conductivity probe 300 may be implemented in devices or parts of appliances other than filtering pitchers;
generally, the insulated fingered electrodes arrangement may be implemented whenever there is the need to obtain an
indication of the conductivity of a liquid without a direct electric contact between the probe element 300 (in particular the
fingered free ends 305a and 310a) and the liquid.
[0087] Turning now to Figure 4, it is a cross-sectional side view of another liquid container such as a filtering pitcher
400 comprising a sensing arrangement according to another embodiment of the present invention.
[0088] The filtering pitcher 400 differs from the filtering pitcher 100 previously described in what follows (wherein similar
elements are denoted by similar numeral references).
[0089] In correspondence of the outlet conduit 154, a flow-regulating element 460 (such as for example a bottleneck
element) is provided (e.g., at the fluid connection of the outlet conduit 154 with the collection tank 151). The flow-regulating
element 460 is adapted to impose a predetermined flow rate fr to the liquid made to flow through the outlet conduit 154,
which acts as a (regulated) flowing section of the filtering pitcher 400, when the filtering pitcher 400 is inclined in order
to pour the filtered liquid out thereof (through the outlet opening 127). For example, the flow-regulating element 460 may
be formed as one-piece element with the filtering pitcher 100 or may be formed as a separate (and possibly removable)
component adapted to be coupled with the filtering pitcher 400 at the fluid connection between the collection tank 151
and the outlet conduit 154.
[0090] Preferably, in the filtering pitcher 400 a control unit 442 and a user interface element 436 are provided, preferably
in the pitcher lid 106 in a position close to the outlet cap 130 (e.g., facing the outlet conduit 154). The control unit 442
has substantially the same characteristic and capability of the control unit 142 previously described as well as the user
interface 436 has the same characteristics and functionalities of user interface 136 previously described.
[0091] In one embodiment of the present invention, a probe element 457, such as non-limitative example the conduc-
tivity probe 200 or the conductivity probe 300 previously described, is provided coupled with the control unit 442. The
probe element 157 coupled (e.g., electrically) with the control unit 442 provides a sensing arrangement adapted to obtain
an information referred to one or more liquid characteristics (e.g., conductivity).
[0092] The probe element 457 is provided at least partly within the outlet conduit 154 of the filtering pitcher 400.
[0093] In one embodiment according to the present invention, the probe element 457 extends from the control unit
442 into the outlet conduit 154 with a sensing (free) end 457a that is provided downstream flow-regulating element 460.
In this way, the sensing end 457a of the probe element 457 results substantially submerged by a substantially constant
flow of the filtered liquid any time the latter is poured from the collection tank 151 out of the filtering pitcher 400.
[0094] Therefore, the control unit 442 may be configured to measure each generic (pouring) time interval t’j (j = 1,...,J;
J ≥ 0) during which the liquid is poured out of the filtering pitcher 400 passing through the outlet conduit 154.
[0095] In order to evaluate a generic equivalent volume Vol’j of filtered liquid poured (and previously filtered by the
removable liquid filtering unit 139) out of the filtering pitcher 200 during a corresponding time interval t’j, the latter is
multiplied by the flow rate fr defined by the flow-regulating element 460. The generic equivalent volume Vol’j is thus
given by the integral of the flow rate fr over the time. By designing the flow-regulating element 460 in order to have a
predetermined and substantially constant flow rate fr, the generic equivalent volume Vol’j calculation results simplified
and is reduced to the following formula 

[0096] A generic adjusted equivalent volume Volc’j may be determined by adjusting the corresponding volume Vol’j
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trough a corrective factor γj determined on the basis of the liquid-related information (such as the water hardness which
can be estimated through a liquid conductivity measure) variations over time; e.g., liquid-related information are registered
over time and compared one another in order to define a trend over time of a filtering efficiency of the removable liquid
filtering unit 139 on the basis of which the corrective factor γj is computed. In other words, an indication of a derivative
of the liquid-related information is used by the control unit 442 in order to determine the corrective factor γj.
[0097] Therefore the adjusted equivalent volume Volc’j may be calculated as: 

[0098] In one embodiment of the present invention (not shown), a temperature sensor may be provided in order to
measure a temperature of the filtered liquid since the liquid temperature may affect liquid-related information such as
the liquid conductivity. Therefore, the control unit 442 may be advantageously configured to use the measured temper-
ature in order to provide an adjusted corrective factor δj taking into account also the temperature effects along with the
variations over time of the liquid-related information to be used instead of the corrective factor γj in the equation 6 for
evaluating of the generic adjusted volume Volc’j.
[0099] The generic adjusted volumes Volc’j of filtered liquid poured out of the filtering pitcher 400 are then added
together in order to determine a total filtered volume Vol’T filtered by the removable liquid filtering unit 139 during its use
in the filtering pitcher 400, or 

[0100] The total filtered volume Vol’T is stored in the storage portion of the control unit 442.
[0101] In this way, the filtering pitcher 400 according to an embodiment of the present invention is able to simply
determine the total filtered volume Vol’T filtered by the removable liquid filtering unit 139 at any time during its use with
the filtering pitcher 400.
[0102] The total filtered volume Vol’T is compared (continuously or periodically or at any time its value is updated) with
the exhaustion volume VolEx also stored in the storage portion of the control unit 442.
[0103] If the total filtered volume Vol’T results to be equal to, or greater than, the exhaustion volume VolEx, or 

the control unit 442 determines the exhaustion of the removable liquid filtering unit 139 and accordingly instructs the
user interface 436 to output a corresponding exhaustion signal.
[0104] The filtering pitcher 400 according to the embodiment of the present invention is thus able to simply provide a
reliable evaluation of the actual wearing out of the removable filter element 139 and accordingly of the exhaustion of its
filtering capability due to the reaching of the exhaustion volume VolEx simply on the basis of the flow rate fr and of the
time interval t’j. Similarly as above, it is possible to take into account also the impact of the liquid quality (e.g., water
hardness in case the liquid is water and the removable filter element 139 includes ion-exchange resins) estimated by
the control unit 442 by means of the probe element 457 immersed in the liquid being poured out of the filtering pitcher
400, thus obtaining a more refined estimation
[0105] It should be noted that the exhaustion volume VolEx evaluation just described may be implemented in parallel
with the exhaustion time-out evaluation performed by the timer element mentioned above. When the exhaust removable
filter element 139 is replaced with a new one the total filtered volume Vol’T stored in the storage element is reset, e.g.
by the user actuating a reset pushbutton provided in the user interface 136.
[0106] Turning now to Figure 5, it is a cross-sectional side view of a liquid container such as a filtering pitcher 500
comprising a sensing arrangement according to another embodiment of the present invention.
[0107] The filtering pitcher 500 differs from the filtering pitcher 400 previously described in what follows (wherein similar
elements are denoted by similar numeral references).
[0108] The filtering pitcher 500 preferably comprises only a (liquid) collection tank 551 for receiving liquid poured into
the filtering pitcher 500 through the inlet opening 115 of the pitcher lid 106.
[0109] The collection tank 551 is fluidly connected to the outlet opening 127 by means of an outlet conduit 554. Such
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outlet conduit 554 is defined by a portion of a body sidewall 503a of the pitcher body 503 and by an internal sidewall 545.
[0110] The outlet conduit 554 comprises a lower aperture 548 fluidly connecting the outlet conduit 554 with the collection
tank 551. The lower aperture 548 is designed in such a way to act as a seat for a removable liquid filtering unit 539 (e.g.,
comprising active carbons and optionally ion-exchange resins); particularly, the removable liquid filtering unit 539 is
adapted to completely close the lower aperture 548 once it is inserted therein. It should be apparent to those skilled in
the art that the outlet conduit 554, the lower aperture 548 and the removable liquid filtering unit 539 may be formed with
any suitable shapes and sizes other than the shape and size shown in Figure 5 as an example.
[0111] With such a structure of the filtering pitcher 500, all the liquid poured out of the collection tank 551 passes
through the removable liquid filtering unit 539 and is thereby filtered while made to flow through the outlet conduit 554,
which acts as a (regulated) flowing section for the pitcher 500, and then reach the outside of the filtering pitcher 500 by
gravity.
[0112] Similarly as in the filtering pitcher 400, in the filtering pitcher 500, a control unit 542 and a user interface element
536 are preferably provided in the pitcher lid 106 in a position close to the outlet cap 130 (e.g., facing the outlet conduit
554). The control unit 542 and the user interface 536 have substantially the same characteristic and capability of the
control unit 142 and of the user interface 136, respectively, previously described.
[0113] In one embodiment of the present invention, a probe element 557, such as a non-limitative example the con-
ductivity probe 200 or the conductivity probe 300 previously described, is provided coupled with the control unit 542.
The probe element 557 coupled (e.g., electrically) with the control unit 542 provides a sensing arrangement adapted to
obtain a liquid-related information (e.g., conductivity).
[0114] The probe element 557 is provided at least partly within the outlet conduit 554 of the filtering pitcher 500.
Preferably, the probe element 557 extends from the control unit 542 into the outlet conduit 554 with a sensing (free) end
557a that is provided downstream the removable liquid filtering unit 539.
[0115] In this case, a flow rate of the liquid flowing into the outlet conduit 554 from the collection tank 551 is defined
(i.e., regulated) by a further predetermined filtering rate ff’ associated with the removable liquid filtering unit 539 through
which the liquid passes. In other words the removable liquid filtering unit 539 acts as flow-regulating element in the
filtering pitcher 500.
[0116] In this way, as in the previously described embodiment, the sensing end 557a of the probe element 557 results
substantially submerged by a substantially constant flow of filtered liquid any time the latter is poured from the collection
tank 551 out of the filtering pitcher 500.
[0117] Therefore, it is possible to evaluate a generic equivalent volume Vol"k (k = 1,...,K; K ≥ 0) of filtered liquid (i.e.,
a volume of liquid that has flowed through the outlet conduit 554) by measuring (through the probe element 557) each
generic (pouring) time interval t"k during which the liquid is filtered and poured out of the filtering pitcher 500, and
configuring the control unit 542 for integrating the further filtering rate ff’ over the time interval t"k. Since the further filtering
rate ff’ is substantially constant over time (similarly, as in case of the filtering rate ff of the removable liquid filtering unit
139 of the filtering pitcher 100), the equivalent volume Vol"k may be calculated as: 

[0118] Again, the equivalent volume Vol"k may be adjusted in an adjusted equivalent volume Volc"k by considering a
corrective factor εk determined on the basis of variations over time of the liquid-related information similarly as previously
described with respect of the filtering pitcher 400.
[0119] As before, if a temperature sensor (not shown) is provided, the control unit 542 may be advantageously con-
figured to use the measured temperature in order to provide an adjusted corrective factor φk taking into account also
the temperature effects along with the variations over time of the liquid-related information to be used instead of the
corrective factor εk for evaluating of the generic adjusted volume Volc"k.
[0120] The generic adjusted volumes Volc"k of filtered liquid poured out of the filtering pitcher 500 are then added
together in order to determine a total filtered volume Vol"T filtered by the removable liquid filtering unit 539 during its use
in the filtering pitcher 500. In this way, the filtering pitcher 500 according to an embodiment of the present invention is
able to simply determine the total filtered volume Vol’T filtered by the removable liquid filtering unit 539 at any time during
its use with the filtering pitcher 500.
[0121] In order to determine whether the total filtered volume Vol"T equals, or exceeds, the exhaustion volume VolEx,
the total filtered volume Vol"T is compared (continuously or periodically or at any time its value is updated) with the
exhaustion volume VolEx also stored in the storage portion of the control unit 542 (similarly as previously described).
Therefore, it is possible to verify if the removable liquid filtering unit 539 reaches its exhaustion due to having filtered a
liquid volume equal to or greater than the exhaustion volume VolEx.
[0122] In the filtering pitcher 500, the liquid is advantageously filtered only contextually to its pouring out of filtering
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pitcher 500 therefore waste of filtered liquid is substantially avoided (such in case of filtered liquid disposed for being
stocked for a long time in the collection tank 151 of the filtering pitcher 100 or 400). It should be noted that advantages
provided by the structure of the filtering pitcher 500 having a filter seat 548 in correspondence of the outlet conduit 554
are independent from the presence of the probe element 557 and/or of the position of the control unit 542.
[0123] Considering now Figures 6A-6C, they are perspective view and cross sectional side view of a liquid container
663 comprising a container such as a filtering pitcher 600 and a control support 666 according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
[0124] The filtering pitcher 600 differs from the filtering pitcher 100 previously described in what follows (wherein similar
elements are denoted by similar numeral references).
[0125] Preferably, the filtering pitcher 600 is not provided with a control unit or with a user interface as those previously
described. Conversely, the control support 666 is provided with a processing element, such as a control unit 669, and
a user interface 672 connected thereto. The control unit 442 has substantially the same characteristics and capabilities
of the control unit 142 previously described and the interface 672 has substantially the same characteristics and capa-
bilities of the user interface 136.
[0126] By implementing the control unit 669 and the user interface 672 within the control support 666, it is advanta-
geously possible to feed them with electric energy from the power grid (not shown) by implementing a suitable power
circuit 684 within the control support 666 and connectable to the power grid by a suitable connecting element, such as
for example a power cord 687. Thus cease the need for supply batteries for energizing the control unit 669 and the user
interface 672, and subsequent operation of battery substitution. Anyway, in one alternative embodiment of the invention
(not shown) it is provided a control support that comprises a battery module as power source.
[0127] In one embodiment of the present invention, the control support 666 comprises a substantially parallelepiped-
shaped body 675. In its turn, the body 675 comprises a rest (main) surface 675a adapted to contact a support plan (not
shown, such as for example a tabletop) and a contact (main) surface 675b opposite to the rest surface 675a and
separated by the latter by a side surface 675c.
[0128] The contact surface 675b is adapted to receive a bottom portion 678 of the filtering pitcher 600. Optionally, the
contact surface 675b may have a shape (e.g., comprising groves and/or recesses) adapted to provide a firm coupling
between the filtering pitcher 600 and the contact surface 675b. In one embodiment of the invention, such a firm coupling
between the filtering pitcher and the contact surface of the control support allows a user to move the whole liquid container
at once, as a single-piece element.
[0129] In an alternative embodiment of the invention, the control support and the liquid container are provided as a
single piece element.
[0130] The control unit 669 is adapted to communicate wirelessly with other devices; e.g., by means of radio-frequency
(RF) signals, or optical signals, by implementing suitable RF, or opto-, transceivers. Particularly, the control unit 669 is
adapted to wirelessly communicate with sensing arrangements (described in the following) provided within the filtering
pitcher 600 by means of a wireless coupling.
[0131] In one embodiment of the invention, illustrated in the cross-sectional side view of Figure 6B, the filtering pitcher
600 comprises a sensing arrangement featuring the probe element 157 previously described, and a communication unit
680 (for example, positioned within the pitcher body 103 similarly as the control unit 142 of Figure 1B) adapted to
wirelessly communicating with the control unit 669.
[0132] Similar to what previously described in relation with Figures 1A and 1B, a sensing (free) end 157a of the probe
element 157 is provided substantially at a bottom portion 145a of the pre-filtering tank 145.
[0133] The communication unit 680 is adapted to acquire liquid-related information (such as liquid conductivity) through
the probe element 157 immersed in the liquid flowing out from the pre-filtering tank 145 (through the removable liquid
filtering unit 139) and transmit such liquid-related information to the control unit 669 wirelessly. Therefore, it is possible
to perform the evaluation of the reaching, or exceeding, the exhaustion volume VolEx substantially as previously described
(with reference to the sensing arrangement of the filtering pitcher 100) obtaining the same advantages.
[0134] Particularly, the control unit 669 may be configured to instruct the user interface 672 to output a filter exhaust
(user-readable) signal when the total filtered volume VolT become equal, or exceed, the exhaustion volume VolEx.
[0135] In another embodiment of the invention, illustrated in the cross-sectional side view of Figure 6C, the filtering
pitcher 600 comprises another sensing arrangement featuring a different probe element, i.e. the probe element 457
previously described, and an alternative communication unit 680’, for example positioned within the pitcher lid 706
(similarly as the control unit 442 of the filtering pitcher 400). Moreover the filtering pitcher 600 comprises the flow-
regulating element 460 previously described (with reference to Figure 4).
[0136] Similar to what previously described in relation with Figure 4, the sensing (free) end 457a of the probe element
457 is provided in the outlet conduit 154 downstream the flow-regulating element 460 (e.g., on the portion of the body
sidewall 103a of the pitcher body 103 or on the portion of the tank sidewall 145a of the pre-filtering tank 145 that define
the outlet conduit 154).
[0137] As in previous case, the communication unit 680’ is adapted to acquire liquid-related information (such as liquid
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conductivity) through the probe element 457 immersed in the liquid flowing out the filtering pitcher 400 and transmit such
liquid-related information to the control unit 669 wirelessly. Therefore, it is possible to perform the evaluation of the
reaching, or exceeding, of the exhaustion volume VolEx substantially as previously described (with reference to Figure
5) obtaining the same advantages.
[0138] Again, the control unit 669 may be configured to instruct the user interface 672 to output a filter exhaust (user-
readable) signal when the total filtered volume Vol’T becomes equal, or exceeds, the exhaustion volume VolEx. As above,
when the exhaust removable filter element 139 is replaced with a new one, the total filtered volume Vol’T stored in the
storage element is reset, e.g. by the user actuating a reset pushbutton provided in the user interface 672.
[0139] It should be noted that the filtering pitcher 600 may be provided with other sensing arrangements, each one
adapted to detect additional liquid-related information (e.g., temperature) and to communicate it to the control support
666. Such additional liquid-related information may be used to improve the accuracy of the estimate of the filter exhaustion
and/or to be provided to the user through the user interface 672.
[0140] In one embodiment of the invention (not shown), either the control support 666 or the pitcher 600 may comprise
one or more additional contact-less sensing arrangements (e.g., based on optical or impedance measurements) adapted
to obtain liquid-related information about the liquid contained in the filtering pitcher 600, when the latter rests on the
former. Particularly, the support 666 may comprise contact-less power and data transfer means to power and commu-
nicate with wireless battery-less sensors or sensing systems enabling the detection of a liquid-related information and
located in appropriate positions on the pitcher 600. Particularly, sensors and sensing systems may include also RFID
tags integrated in the pitcher 600 itself or in removable parts, e.g. the removable filter element 139, enabling the detection
of the serial number of each pitcher and/or part, its recognition and classification. Particularly, the RFID tag integrated
in the removable filter element 139 allows recognising that the filter element 139 is original and the automatic reset of
the value VolT upon the substitution of the exhausted removable liquid filtering unit 139 with a new one.
[0141] Moreover, the control support 666 may comprise one or more liquid-treating devices (e.g., an ozone generator
and/or a UV disinfection device) for treating the liquid contained in the filtering pitcher 600, when the latter rests on the
former.
[0142] In an alternative embodiment of the present invention (not shown), an alternative liquid container comprises a
control support similar to the control support 666 just described and a filtering pitcher similar to the filtering pitcher 500.
[0143] It should be apparent to those skilled in the art that the advantages brought by the liquid container 603 comprising
the filtering pitcher 600 and the control support 666 are independent from the method of evaluating the volume of filtered
liquid herein disclosed.
[0144] Obviously, features of the various embodiments of filtering pitchers herein described might be combined one
another. Moreover, in alternative embodiments of the present invention, filtering pitchers featuring both a probe element
in the pre-filtering tank and a flow-regulating element and the probe element in the outlet conduit may be provided, in
order to obtain a double evaluation of the volume of liquid filtered and of the liquid-related information that can be
combined (e.g., differentially) to obtain a more accurate estimate of the removable liquid filtering unit exhaustion.
[0145] It should be noted that, although liquid container herein described are all pitcher for filtering a drinkable liquid,
the sensing arrangement and the flow-regulating element herein described may be implemented in other typologies of
liquid container in order to determine a volume of liquid flowed through the flow-regulating element.

Claims

1. A liquid container (100; 400; 500; 663) for containing a liquid comprising a seat (148; 548) for housing a liquid
filtering unit (139; 539) adapted to filter said liquid, a flowing section (148; 154; 554) through which said liquid is
made to flow and a sensing arrangement comprising at least one probe element (157; 200; 300; 457; 557) responsive
to the presence of liquid and coupled or couplable with a data processing element (142; 442; 552; 669),
characterized in that
the liquid container further comprises a liquid flow-regulating element (139; 460; 539) associated with the flowing
section (148; 154; 554) and adapted to impose a predetermined flow rate (ff, ff’, fr) to a flow of liquid flowing through
the flowing section (148; 154; 554), and wherein the sensing arrangement is configured to measure a time interval
(ti, t’j, t"k) during which the liquid flows through the flowing section (148; 154; 554) at said predetermined flow rate,
the data processing element (142; 442; 552; 669) being configured to calculate a volume (Voli, Vol’j, Col"k) of liquid
flowed through the flowing section (148; 154; 554) based on the measured time interval (ti, t’j, t"k) and the prede-
termined flow rate (ff, ff’, fr), said volume of flowed liquid being related to the volume of liquid filtered by said liquid
filtering unit.

2. The liquid container (100; 400; 500; 663) according to claim 1, wherein the flow-regulating element (139; 539)
comprises the liquid filtering unit (139; 539).
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3. The liquid container (100; 663) according to claim 2, further comprising an inlet (115) for introducing a liquid in the
liquid container (100; 663), said inlet (115) communicating with a liquid pre-filtering tank (145), and a liquid collection
tank (151) downstream the liquid pre-filtering tank (145) with respect to said inlet (115) and in fluid communication
with said liquid pre-filtering tank (145) through the flowing section (148), the flowing section (148) being adapted to
act as the seat of the liquid filtering unit (139), and
wherein the probe element (157; 200; 300) comprises a sensing end (157a; 220; 305a,310a) positioned in corre-
spondence of an upper surface of the liquid filtering unit (139) when placed in the flowing section (148) in such a
way to be submerged by liquid of the flow flowing through the flowing section (148) during said time interval (ti,).

4. The liquid container (400; 500; 663) according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the flowing section (154; 554) comprises an
outlet conduit (154; 554) fluidly connecting a liquid collection tank (151; 551) with a dispensing outlet (127) of the
liquid container (400; 500; 663), and
wherein the flow-regulating element (460; 539) is provided in a position along the outlet conduit, and the sensing
element (200; 300; 457; 557) comprises a sensing end (220; 305a,310a; 457a; 557a) provided downstream the
flow-regulating element (460; 539) in such a way to be submerged by liquid of the flow flowing through the flowing
section (154; 554) during said time interval (t’j, t"k).

5. The liquid container (400; 663) according to claim 4, further comprising an inlet (115) for introducing a liquid in the
liquid container (400; 663), wherein said liquid collection tank (151) is downstream, with respect of said inlet (115),
the seat (148) adapted to house the liquid filtering unit (139).

6. The liquid container (100; 400; 500; 663) according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the probe element
(200) comprises at least one pair of conductive rods (205, 210), an insulating casing (215) adapted to enclose the
rods leaving an end of each rod exposed, the ends of the rods defining said sensing end (220) of the probe element,
and a coupling end, opposite to the sensing end, operatively coupled or couplable with said data processing element
(142; 442; 552; 669).

7. The liquid container (100; 400; 500; 663) according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the probe element
(300) comprises at least one pair of conductor elements (305, 310), insulating elements (315, 325) adapted to
electrically insulate the conductor elements (305, 310) from the environment surrounding the probe element (300),
each conductor element comprising a respective fingered electrode (305a, 310a) that defines said sensing end
(305a,310a) of the probe element (300), and a coupling end opposite to the sensing end operatively coupled or
couplable with said data processing element (142; 442; 552; 669), and
wherein the fingered electrodes (305a, 310a) are interdigited and electrically insulated one with respect to the other.

8. The liquid container (663) according to any one of the preceding claims, further comprising a support (666) having
a body (675) comprising a rest surface (675a) adapted to stand on a support plan, a contact surface (675b) opposite
to the rest surface and separated from the latter by a side surface (675c), and a vessel-like element (103) comprising
said flowing section (148; 154; 554), and
wherein the contact surface (675c) is adapted to couple with a bottom portion (678) of the vessel-like element (103).

9. The liquid container (663) according to claim 8, wherein the support (666) comprises the data processing element
(669) and the sensing arrangement further comprises a communication unit (680; 680’), the communication unit
(680; 680’) being adapted to wirelessly communicate at least said time interval (ti, t’j, t"k) to the data processing
element (669).

10. The liquid container (100; 400; 500; 663) according any one of the preceding claims, wherein the sensing arrange-
ment is configured to provide liquid-related information regarding the liquid in addition to said measure of the time
interval (ti, t’j, t"k).

11. The liquid container (100; 400; 500; 663) according to claim 10, wherein the data processing element (142; 442;
552; 669) is further configured to calculate an adjusted volume (Volci, Volc’j, Volc"k) on the basis of said volume
(Voli, Vol’j, Vol"k) and on the liquid-related information obtained by the sensing arrangement wherein said adjusted
volume (Volci, Volc’j, Volc"k) is calculated by applying to said volume (Voli, Vol’j, Vol"k) a corrective factor (αi, βi, γj,
δj, εk, φk) taking account of at least one of the following liquid-related information:

- a conductivity of the liquid;
- a temperature of the liquid;
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- an impedance of the liquid;
- a hardness of the liquid;
- a pH of the liquid;
- a transmittance of the liquid, and
- a turbidity of the liquid.

12. The liquid container (100; 400; 500; 663) according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the liquid filtering
unit (139; 539) comprises a removable liquid filtering unit (139; 539), and
wherein the data processing element (142; 442; 552; 669) is configured to evaluate an exhaustion of said removable
liquid filtering unit (139; 539) based on a total volume (VolT, Vol’T, Vol"T) of liquid flowed through said flow-regulating
element starting from a provision of the removable filtering unit (139; 539) in the liquid container (100; 400; 500; 663).

13. The liquid container (100; 400; 500; 663) according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the liquid container
(100; 400; 500; 663) comprises a filtering pitcher (100; 400; 500; 600) adapted to filter a drinkable liquid.

14. A method for evaluating a volume of liquid filtered by a liquid filtering unit provided in a liquid container (100; 400;
500; 666), the method comprising the steps of:

- providing a flowing section (148; 154; 554) in said liquid container;
- imposing a predetermined flow rate (ff, ff’,fr) to a flow of liquid flowing through the flowing section (148; 154; 554);
- measuring a time interval (ti, t’j, t"k) for which there is a flow of liquid flowing through the flowing section (148;
154; 554) at said predetermined flow rate, and
- calculating a volume (Voli, Vol’j, Vol"k) of the liquid that has flowed through the flowing section (148; 154; 554)
based on said measured time interval (ti, t’j, t"k) and said predetermined flow rate (ff, ff’, fr), said volume of flowed
liquid being related to the volume of liquid filtered by said liquid filtering unit.

15. The method according to claim 14, further comprising the steps of

- calculating a total volume (VolT, Vo’lT, Vol"T) of liquid that has flowed out through the flowing section (148;
154; 554);
- comparing the total volume (VolT, Vol’T, Vol"T) with a volume threshold (VolEx), and
- whether the total volume (VolT, Vol’T, Vol"T) is greater than the volume threshold (VolEx), providing an indication
of the reaching/trespassing of said volume threshold (VolEx).
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